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This two-part reference covers IOS configuration for the TCP/IP protocol family.  The first part includes chapters on the user interface, configuring lines and  interfaces, access lists, routing protocols, and dial-on-demand routing and  security. The second part is a classic O'Reilly-style quick reference to all the  commands you need to work with TCP/IP and the lower-level protocols on which it  relies, with lots of examples of the most common configuration steps for the  routers themselves.
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Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves: Theories and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
A timely and authoritative guide to the state of the art of wave scattering
    
 Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves offers in three volumes a complete and up-to-date treatment of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough surfaces. Written by leading scientists who have made important contributions to wave scattering over...
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Apache Server 2 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Kabir has done it again! The Apache Server 2 Bible is an invaluable reference for both beginning and experienced administrators." —Elizabeth Zinkann, Sys Admin Magazine Contributing Editor and Review Columnist
	Configure Apache Server for a Linux/Unix or Win32 system
	Leverage Apache using SSI, CGI, PHP,...
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Coder to Developer: Tools and Strategies for Delivering Your SoftwareSybex, 2004
No one can disparage the ability to write good code. At its highest levels, it is an art. But no one can confuse writing good code with developing good software. The difference—in terms of challenges, skills, and compensation—is immense.

Coder to Developer: Tools and Strategies for Delivering Your Software helps you...
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Argumentation in Artificial IntelligenceSpringer, 2009
This volume is a systematic, expansive presentation of the major achievements in the intersection between two fields of inquiry: Argumentation Theory and Artificial Intelligence. Contributions from international researchers who have helped shape this dynamic area offer a progressive development of intuitions, ideas and techniques, from...
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A Chinese Bestiary : Strange Creatures from the Guideways Through Mountains and SeasUniversity of California Press, 2002
A Chinese Bestiary presents a fascinating pageant of mythical creatures from a unique and enduring cosmography written in ancient China. The Guideways through Mountains and Seas, compiled between the fourth and first centuries b.c.e., contains descriptions of hundreds of fantastic denizens of mountains, rivers, islands, and seas,...
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Hacking Digital Cameras (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Why waste a thousand words?
    Photos tell stories. And the more you can do with your digital camera, the better the story you can tell. So build a remote control and sneak up on that picture that keeps eluding you. Create an adapter that lets you use SLR-type lenses on your point-and-shoot. Play with lens magnification or create a pinhole...
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